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Determining the impact of Covid-19 on your 
2020 Operating Plan

● Understand the impact of Covid-19 on the macroeconomy and your 

customer/installed base

● Model out various scenarios of impact

● Consider defensive and offensive tactics to minimize the impact to your company 

so you can weather the storm/survive and be well positioned post-crisis

● Update the longer-term company vision and ensure 2020 Operating Plan 

supports it

● Obtain Board support for the updated operating model



Corporate leaders see recovery moving further away



Revenue headwinds for software companies

● ~50% of enterprises have already made 

formal IT budget cuts for 2020

● ~25% of enterprises have asked their 

software vendors for payment relief 

with the majority requesting flexible or 

delayed payments

Source: Bain COVID-19 B2B IT Software Survey (N=98, March 26, 2020)



“COVID-19 Implications: Re-planning in Software”, Bain & Company, March 2020

Software company’s P&L exposure may be damped and lag 
market disruptions given high recurring revenue

Where should 
we model?



Five attributes about a company’s market and product 
influence the impact the macro environment will have on it

?



The hardest hit sectors may not see restart until 2021

● While there may be a surge in healthcare spending, virtually all other vertical 

industries are forecast to decline from 15% for educational services to 85% in 

travel, hospitality, etc.

● In aggregate, US GDP is forecasted to decline 3.8% on an annual average basis

● A 24% decline in Q2 is two-and-a-half times greater than the next-largest 

quarterly GDP decline on record

“COVID-19: Briefing materials, Global health and crisis response Updated: March 25, 2020”

McKinsey & Company



Market assumptions to help with remodeling 

● Real GDP growth -9% in Q1, -34% in Q2 *

● Upgrade expectations of recovery in Q3 and 

Q4 *

● Real GDP falls 6.2% in 2020 *

● Worldwide IT spending is now expected to 

decline 2.7% in constant currency terms **

* Goldman Sachs: “The Sudden Drop: A Deeper Trough, A Bigger Rebound”

** IDC: “IDC Covid-19 Market Impact Estimate”



Market assumptions to 
help with remodeling 

* IDC: “COVID-19: Factoring in the Impact on Industry”



Market assumptions to 
help with remodeling 

* IDC: “COVID-19: Factoring in the Impact on Industry”



Worldwide 2020 IT spending growth will be negative 5.0%

Gartner Global 

Recession Scenario, 

April 2, 2020



High-level approach

● Preserve cash (in fact, many companies drawing on revolvers now)

● Slow down/eliminate all non-essential spend

● Protect investments that drive demand, sales, and customer retention

● Reconsider any investment that will not bring benefit in 2020



Rethinking: Sales & Channels

● Pipeline refactor
○ Defocus on industries hit hardest by downturn (travel, hospitality, etc.)

○ Protect value in industries that are more resilient (financial, healthcare/med device, telco)

○ Which of our products will  be more resilient?  Which will recover first?

○ Which geos do we expect to recover first and we can focus selling there sooner?

● Selling motion
○ How do we qualify opportunities so we focus our sales cycles on the most likely to close?

○ Need to rethink how we execute our enterprise selling methodology in an environment that was 

previously a high-touch, onsite model?

■ Virtual Sales calls, POC’s, online training, online services, virtual workshops

○ How do we adapt to enterprise procurement changes (new processes?  remote approval cycles?) 

● How do we keep the sales morale positive and motivated?  (goaling, comp plan)

● Protect margins by not slashing prices and optimizing rep coverage



Rethinking: Demand Generation

● Switch messaging and activities (e.g. heavy outbound prospecting) that may be 

perceived as out of touch and offer ways to be a resource for customers and 

prospects (maybe a professional services offer?)  

● Immediately shut off any spend that is likely wasteful and redirect from face-to-

face to virtual/digital channels

● Are there NEW industries that we haven’t yet targeted that might be growing 

right now (delivery services, games, ecommerce, automated fulfillment and 

supply chain management)?

● Are there new programs to help society out? (e.g., goodwill product licenses 

towards industries or NGO's / 501c(3) that are helping the fight against the 

disease, security research into the safety of tracking and tracing)



Thank you


